


WELCOME!
So, you want to build WordPress websites for your clients as an extra 
income stream, but you don’t want the hassle of dealing with the tech? 

We know the feeling. 

This short eBook does 2 things - brings you up to speed on the 
essentials you need to know about website building, then tells you 
about the risk free, cost free way you can build creative WordPress 

websites, without touching a line of code.



WHAT MAKES UP A WEBSITE?
Starting with the basics now.

There’s 3 main things that make up a website:

The Domain Name

Hosting

Platform



THE DOMAIN NAME
‘.com’ is the most popular domain type  (or Top Level Domain as they say in the industry), 

however there are many more now available, you’ve got your other well known ones like .co.uk, 

.net, .co but there’s also .photography, .events, .ninja and loads more random ones to choose 

from now. Every website needs a domain name, preferably before you start working on it. 



HOSTING
Think of hosting like the space the website takes up on the internet. It’s basically online storage. 

The client will pay this either monthly or annually. There are literally thousands of hosting 

companies available to choose from. The key is finding a reliable one with a proven track record 

and lots of happy customers already like SiteGround.com. Cheap, poor hosting can cause slow 

websites that go ‘down’ regularly. 



PLATFORM
There are many ways to build a website these days. There are lots of DIY systems like WIX or 

Weebly, but these have functionality limitations. The most popular and most requested 

platform by clients is WordPress.org. It has millions of users all over the world, with thousand of 

Plugins to make the possibilities with a WordPress website endless.



HOW IT ALL FITS TOGETHER
In layman's terms, you buy a domain name that your hosting account sits on, then WordPress is 

installed on your hosting, which then makes your website. 



WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
So, what is the difference between Wordpress.org and Wordpress.com... 



WORDPRESS.ORG
When people talk about WordPress websites, they tend to mean WordPress.org which is the 

self-hosted option where you are in charge of updates, security and can install any WordPress 

plugin you like. This is the most flexible option, used by WordPress developers.



WORDPRESS.COM
There is also WordPress.com which is hosted by WordPress themselves. These are much 

simpler blog style websites, which don’t offer all the plugins. They are good for personal blogs, 

but for business websites WordPress.org is the better option.



THEMES AND PLUGINS



WORDPRESS THEMES
Having the right theme installed is what is going to give you the creative freedom or not. 

Themes basically make up the ‘look’ of the website, but different themes have different user 

interfaces, functionalities and limitations.

Some themes are free, and others are premium.

Beware of themes that look amazing on the sales pages for them. The sales pages always 

include the themes ‘dressed up’ and looking their best, but in reality it can take a lot of work in 

the backend of WordPress to get them looking that good.  



WORDPRESS PLUGINS
WordPress comes with some standard functionality, like the ability to create Pages and Blogs, 

and your Theme will also include some added functionality (depending on which one you get), 

but for more complex functions you’ll need to download and install a WordPress plugin. 

There are literally thousands of plugins that will manage everything from ecommerce, to event 

management, to email collection, to social media plugins and more. 

There isn’t much a WordPress website can’t do with the right plugin. 

BE CAUTIOUS WITH PLUGINS:

They do look good on the surface, but because anybody with the right skills can build them, like 

with themes you should be cautious and choose plugins that have good reviews and lots of 

happy customers.



WP QUICKLAUNCH



THE SOLUTION FOR CREATIVES
If you are looking at offering WordPress websites that you want to build from the graphics alone, then 

you definitely should check out WordPress QuickLaunch - we’ve built this to be an easy, safe, risk free, 

and cost free way that creatives can build WordPress websites. 

Why is it so good? 

If you want to build websites for you clients as an extra income stream, WordPress is the sensible 

option. It is the most well known and from our experience in the Web Development world, we find 

people actually request it. 

However as a creative, you don’t want to worry about tech. Hosting, domain names, plugins, themes, 

security etc.

That’s what WP QuickLaunch is for! It takes care of all the tech, leaving you with a blank canvas to easy 

create a fantastic looking website on. 





RISK FREE & COST (TO YOU) FREE
WP QuickLaunch is charged on a per website basis, so once you have a client, you add on the WP 

QuickLaunch cost to your proposal, we take care of all the techie bits that need done, so there’s no techie 

headaches. 

WHY IS THIS PERFECT FOR CREATIVES?

Because the theme and plugin WP QuickLaunch uses lets you build a website from the graphic design up. 

You don’t need to know any code at any point in the process. Woohoo!



SOUND GOOD?
It’s free to sign up, so go to www.wpquicklaunch.com/contact and drop us a message 

and let’s arrange a short 15 minute phone call or Skype to chat about it. 

http://www.wpquicklaunch.com/contact

